ABSTRACT In view of the facts that traditional traffic models are less effective in describing the new mobile internet applications and that the mobile user service behavior among regions with different levels of economic development are always different, a new modeling methodology of user service behavior specifically for mobile internet applications is proposed in this paper. Based on the crowdsourcing measurement data of the service behavior collected through massive end users in live mobile networks of China, the properties of three typical mobile internet services in three typical geographical regions are analyzed and compared with each other, by utilizing the proposed modeling methodology. And the relationships between some key properties of service behavior are analyzed with the maximal information coefficient method and the Pearson correlation coefficient method. The key parameters, differences, and internal relations among these services in typical geological regions of China are then identified. It provides a solid foundation for wireless product design, network planning, and optimization of mobile Internet services-oriented networks specifically in China, and is also a valuable reference for other countries of the similar situation. INDEX TERMS Traffic model, mobile Internet application, service behavior, crowdsourcing.
I. INTRODUCTION
As the three key components of a mobile communication system, network, terminal and service all together play an important role on the mobile user perception. All of them have changed a lot in recent years. Firstly, smart phone has come to the center of the stage. According to the latest data announced by CAICT of China in the 2015 mobile internet white paper [1] , smart phones account for 86.5% of all the newly delivered phones in the first half of 2015 in China. Secondly, as the vast deployment and commercial operation of LTE networks with higher data rate and lower transmission delay, they provide a solid foundation for the bearing of new IP based services. With the employment of carrier aggregation in the LTE-A network [2] , [3] , the transmission capability is foreseen to be even higher in the near future.
As a consequence of the above mentioned facts, mobile internet services have gained enormous development. According to the statistical report on the development of internet in China issued by CNNIC [4] , by end of 2015, up to 90.1% of users surf the internet through mobile phones, which is much higher than by PC and laptops (67.6% and 38.7%, respectively). Mobile phone has become the dominant equipment of internet surfing. The usage of mobile phone is not only for conventional voice call and SMS, but more for data services. The constitution of telecommunication services are changing significantly, that is, traditional circuit switched services are more and more replaced by packet switched ones. A widely known example is that voice call and SMS, the cash cow of telco operators, are now being squeezed extensively by WeChat, the most popular instant messager over-the-top (OTT) service in China. Meanwhile, the user behavior of the services is changing greatly as well.
These changes of service constitution and user service behavior inevitably lead to some critical problems, e.g. how the traffic volume estimation matches accurately the bearing needs of new services during and after network planning, deployment and expansion, the impacts of new traffic properties on network transmission, how the algorithms and protocols of network configuration will be optimized to fit for the needs of new services so as to guarantee the most promising user perception, a precondition of carrying out these works is the deep understanding and accurate modelling of the new services.
Many researches have been carried out regarding the measurement and modelling of user behavior of internet services [5] - [10] . R. Pries et al. proposed an identification method of the type of internet service and user service behavior in case of broadband wireless access through passive monitoring [5] . In [6] the properties of internet service via WiFi access have been analyzed. S. Lee et al. proposed a data mining method based on temporal mobile access patterns to discover mobile user's behavior patterns [9] . In [10] a network data stream scenario based method has been proposed to analyze user behavior. 3GPP, the well-known international telecommunication standardization body, triggered a research program in 2011, called the enhancements for diverse data applications (eDDA) [11] - [13] . The main targets of this were the modelling of traffic properties of new data services and their impact on the air interface signaling.
In general, the user service behavior model is supposed to be unique for a specific service [14] - [18] . In fact, user behavior is subject to the changes of social factors like time, geographical location, scenario and economy, etc. This is more serious in China. That is, the development and maturity of mobile communication and mobile internet industry in different regions of China is significantly different, because of the geographical difference and the imbalance of economy in these regions. Therefore, naturally there are differences for the constitution of services and user service behavior. As a result, current traffic models in describing user service behavior of different regions are not that accurate.
On the other hand, as the input of service behavior modelling, service behavior data plays an important role on the quality of the model. Basically it is believed that, the closer to the source of data generation, the higher quality of data can be acquired. As will be illustrated in Sec. II, it is difficult for current methods of service behavior measurement to acquire precise service behavior happened on the phones. Therefore, under the conditions that no interference to the usage and no violation of privacy to the mobile phone users, the real and precise service behavior big data can be collected from massive smart phones with a pre-installed data acquisition agent. This provides a high quality source of data in the modelling of user service behavior.
In this paper, a new modelling methodology of traffic behavior, specifically for the mobile internet applications, is proposed. And the traffic models for regions with different economy development throughout China are investigated and compared with each other, based on the crowdsourcing data of service behavior collected from massive smart phone users in the live mobile network. The build-in relationship of service behavior properties of mobile internet applications and the macro social factors like geography and economy is investigated and constructed. And finally the traffic models of service behavior for typical mobile internet applications in typical geographical regions of China are given, which are of valuable reference for wireless network planning and deployment, and wireless infrastructure product design.
The remainder of the paper is as follows: Sec. II presents the analytical methodology of mobile internet service behavior models. Sec. III introduces the national wide geographical situation of China, and the data set employed in the following analysis. In Sec. IV, the service properties of typical types of service and geographical regions of China are investigated based on the analytical model and data set mentioned above. And the inner relationships among these properties are further analyzed. Finally, Sec. V summarizes the analysis results and concludes the paper.
II. ANALYTICAL METHODOLOGY OF MOBILE INTERNET SERVICE BEHAVIOR
The analysis and modelling of user service behavior properties of mobile internet services usually includes three stages: data acquisition, data pre-processing and data analysis. In the following, we introduce the data acquisition and modelling method employed in this paper.
A. DATA ACQUISITION AND PRE-PROCESSING
Generally speaking, measurement of the network and service consists of two categories: active testing and passive monitoring. The point of the data acquisition also includes two categories: terminal side and network side. It can also be the combination of the methods mentioned above. For example, in [19] active testing in the terminal side is adopted. The most widely used method of measurement of network side is deep packet inspection (DPI) [20] , which is passive monitoring. In addition, the subjective service behavior properties of mobile users can be obtained through customer survey [21] .
The major advantage of active testing is that the testing environment is under control and completely transparent. On the other hand, its disadvantage is also obvious -it is just a limited emulation of actual user service behaviors by test engineers in limited temporal and spatial condition. It is not capable of representing the real service behavior of users. The key advantage of DPI is that it can acquire the service behavior data of all users of the network. However, it is difficult to acquire data across the operators, due to the high cost of deployment and tight dependency on the operator. The capability of service type and service property identification is also heavily subject to the DPI algorithm employed. Furthermore, with the popularity of HTTPS employed, it is getting increasingly difficult to decode the IP packets and identify the service information by DPI.
In view of the disadvantages of the abovementioned methods of network measurement, and the fast-growing popularity of smart phones in recent years, the crowdsourcing-based measurement, namely, the mobile crowdsensing (MCS), gains strong attention by researchers and engineers in the field of network measurement and mobile traffic analysis [22] - [28] .
Although smart phone is the major type of equipment of mobile crowdsensing, a lot more of other devices are becoming rich sources of crowdsourcing datasets, such as sensor embedded gaming systems, music players, and invehicle sensing devices of Vehicle-to-vehicle (V2V) communication system [29] . In [22] , the authors divide the MCS into two types, that is, participatory sensing and opportunistic sensing. Participatory sensing requires the active involvement of individuals to contribute sensor data (e.g., taking a picture, reporting a road closure). Opportunistic sensing is more autonomous and passive, and user involvement is minimal (e.g., continuous location sampling without the explicit action of the user). Further, the authors classify MCS applications into three categories based on the type of phenomenon being measured or mapped. These include environmental (e.g. environmental monitoring), infrastructure (e.g. measuring traffic congestion, road conditions, parking availability, etc.), and social (e.g. personal exercises data sharing). Finally the key challenges are discussed, including localized analytics, resource limitations, privacy, security, data integrity, and system architecture.
Reference [23] provides a thorough review of the multidisciplinary activities based on mobile traffic datasets, mainly collected at the operator's side, and categorizes the studies into three areas: social analysis, mobility analysis, and network analysis. In [24] - [28] , the key issues of participatory crowdsourcing, such as participant selection, network management, energy efficiency, and quality-of-information (QoI) requirements has been addressed.
For the passive monitoring version of mobile crowdsourcing, or the so-called opportunistic sensing, the data is collected through vast amount of smart phones in the live mobile networks as long as the measurement agent is alive on the phone. In this case, it is capable of denoting the realistic service behavior to the most extent, from both spatial and temporal points of view. The measurement agent can be either an independent APP, or a SDK integrated with 3 rd party APPs. The major drawback of this method is how to install the measurement agent onto such huge amount of phones. Another problem is the possible threatening to user's privacy, since the ID and positioning information of the users are included in the data collected. Fortunately, by cooperating with telecom operators or large APP service operators, and by utilizing data desensitization technology in a proper way, the two problems can be mitigated or even solved.
The table below illustrates the comparison of typical methods of service behavior measurements.
In this paper the crowdsourcing-based passive monitoring measurement is employed. The architecture of the data acquisition and analysis system is illustrated in Figure 1 .
The data acquisition App agent on smart phones monitors user's service behavior by running at the background, collects related information of service behavior controlled by a predefined trigger, and uploads information to the control and analysis platform at the cloud side through radio access network (RAN), core network (CN) and Internet.
In our measurement, the service behavior information for each usage of target APP collected at the agent includes date of usage, province and city, ID of the phone (i.e. IMEI), ID of the user (i.e. IMSI), network ID (MCC, MNC), cell ID, APP name, starting time of usage, holding time, throughput generated in both downlink(DL)/uplink(UL), data rate of DL. Here the province and city where the phone is located are determined by utilizing 3 rd -party positioning APIs of the smart phone, say, Baidu positioning or Google positioning.
The holding time of one uninterrupted usage is determined by the status change of screen residence behavior. When the APP quits the screen for a pre-defined time threshold (in our measurement, it is set to be 5min), it is defined as the termination of one usage. If the APP comes back to screen again within a period less than the aforementioned time threshold, generally it means a temporary switch between APPs (e.g. read the newly arrived short message). In this case, it is not considered as the termination of usage. Then, the holding time of one uninterrupted usage refers to the time duration since the APP starts to reside the screen, until the termination of usage.
The uploaded raw data is pre-processed at the platform, including removing of invalid data and sensitive personal information, etc. To protect the privacy of the mobile subscribers to the highest extent, highly confidential information, such as phone number, body text of SMS, and URL visited, is not acquired. Only the terminal and subscriber ID (i.e. IMEI and IMSI) are collected for the purpose of user identification, and the data is permutated and encrypted before using.
B. MODELLING METHODOLOGY OF USER SERVICE BEHAVIOR
The traditional traffic model is mainly about voice service. With the fast development of data services, various types of data service were modelled eventually [14] . The research of traffic models mainly consists of two parts: proportion of population for each service, namely the penetration ratio; and how frequently the service is used by the users, such as busy hour call attempt (BHCA), the volume and duration of service traffic for each usage in busy hours, etc. However, these models are not capable of representing effectively the traffic properties of the most diversified mobile internet services. Therefore, by referring to the traditional traffic models and the properties of mobile internet services, the following modelling and analysis methodology is put forward.
First of all, in terms of the division of the service type and the choice of the representative service of the types, traditional methods of classification are not appropriate for the diversified mobile internet services, since the new services have made very fast development in recent years. A wellknown service classification was proposed by 3GPP [14] , wherein all the services are classified into four categories: conversational, streaming, interactive and background. In [30] , a classifier specifically for mobile internet applications was proposed, which is based on enriched contextual information and Maximum Entropy model. In this paper, the type of services and representative services of each type are determined based on the service behavior data collected from the massive smart phones.
Furthermore, by referring to the traditional traffic models and the properties of mobile internet services, here we define the indices which are applied to the subsequent analysis. It is noted that the indices are applicable for either a specific service or a type of service (i.e. a group of services of the same type).
1) SERVICE PENETRATION RATE (SPR)
It is defined as the division of number of users penetrated (i.e. being served) by the service in a statistical period (default period is one month in this paper) over the total number of valid users in the period. Valid user refers to the smart phone which has uploaded data via the data acquisition App during the period. As we know, it is quite common that smart phone users always terminate using or even uninstall Apps they are no longer interested in. Therefore, some of the terminals installed with the data acquisition App will not upload data to the platform any further, thus shall be excluded from the total number of valid users.
2) BUSY HOUR SERVICE ATTEMPT (BHSA)
Firstly, by analyzing the distribution of the average times of access to a specific service within each hour of a day, the busy hours (BH) of the service can be identified. Generally, in the evaluation of traffic demand and system capacity, only the busy hours are considered. That is to say, if the system is capable of coping with the extreme traffic load during busy hours, the system is able to satisfy the traffic demand of any time.
Then, the busy hour service attempt, which refers to the average times of access to the service during each busy hour, is defined as: (1) in which N SA is the total number of service attempts in BHs of the period, N D is the number of days in the period, N BH is the number of BHs in a day and N PU is the average number of users penetrated in each period. Similar to the BHCA for voice service, BHSA is an indication of the intensity of traffic demand of mobile internet services in busy hours. Higher BHSA indicates heavier traffic load.
3) CONCENTRATION FACTOR OF SERVICE ATTEMPT (CSA)
It is an index designed to measure the concentration of service attempts in each hour of the day, excluding the sleeping hours (here defined as 23:00∼7:00). As an extreme case, if the service activity is exactly the same in each hour, then CSA equals 0. Definition of CSA is as follows.
in which R i refers to the proportion of service attempts in the i-th hour of the day. The more flat the proportion of service attempts in time domain, the smaller the CSA is (minimal value is 0).
4) MONTHLY SERVICE ACTIVITY
Here we divide the monthly service activity into 8 categories according to the number of service attempts in one month, that is, once per month, once per week, 2∼3 times per week, 4∼5 times per week, once a day, 2∼3 times a day, 4∼5 times a day, and 5+ times a day. By this, we can analyze the distribution of service population with different service activity and compare the difference among the services.
5) SERVICE HOLDING TIME (SHT)
It refers to the average time duration per usage, which is similar to the average call holding time (CHT) in the traditional traffic model of voice service.
6) SERVICE THROUGHPUT PER USAGE (STPU)
It refers to the average traffic volume generated during one usage of the service, including the throughput of both the downlink and the uplink.
7) TIME INTERVAL OF SERVICE ATTEMPT (TISA)
It refers to the average time interval between two consecutive service attempts initiated by one user. Only the service attempts generated within one day are considered.
To avoid the influence of sleeping time, two consecutive service attempts across two days are excluded in the calculation. NDR is the average data rate per usage in the application layer, where the reading time during the service is precluded from the calculation. Here we consider only the downlink NDR of 2G, 3G and 4G networks.
C. ANALYSIS OF TYPICAL TYPES OF SERVICE IN CHINA
According to national-wide ranking of App service activity based on the statistics of the abovementioned data acquisition and analysis system, and the rank of App downloading of dominant App stores in China, the representative types of service and services of each type are determined. Of these, three types of service, namely, instant messager (IM), web browsing and video streaming are the most representative ones being considered in the following analysis, because of their huge amount of users and very high service activity with respect to the others. Typical services of these three types of service are as follows: (1 The service behavior properties of other types of service such as online-reading, online-music, download and gaming are not analyzed in this paper.
III. NATIONAL WIDE GEOLOGICAL DIFFERENCE IN CHINA
As China is a country with a vast territory, there is significant regional diversity in population density, economic development and telecom infrastructure scale. Of these, the three most representative regions are as follows:
(1) Eastern region: The eastern region mainly includes east China provinces and municipalities. It has the highest level of economic development and the largest density of population. The telecommunication infrastructure and services of this region are also the most mature ones.
(2) Middle region: The middle region is located in the middle part of east-to-west and south-to-north across China. They have the relatively high level of economic development and density of population. The telecommunication service has also developed quite fast in this region in recent years.
(3) Western region: The western region mainly includes western and northwest provinces such as Xinjiang, Tibet, and Qinghai, etc. Due to the historical and geographical reasons, its economic development and telecommunication infrastructure are relatively backward compared to others. And the telecommunication service is still in its early stage of development.
Therefore, these three regions are selected as the targets of comparison concerning geographical differences for the user behavior properties of mobile internet services. Table 2 presents sample provinces of these regions and the total number of valid sample users. The sample data have been acquired during July to December of 2014. Before the analysis, all the raw data have been desensitized and cleaned to reduce the risks of privacy leakage and enhance the quality of data.
In the table, the number of valid sample users includes the subscribers of the top 3 operators, namely, China Mobile, China Telecom and China Unicom. Of these, the ratio of number of sample users among them is 5.8:1.3:1. Due to the bias of data acquisition App installation in different provinces, the number of valid sample users has certain differences in different regions. In order to have sufficient volume of samples in every region, the number of provinces selected in the middle and western regions is more than that in the eastern region. Still the number of users in the middle and western is lower than that in the eastern region. Furthermore, since the App installation and uninstallation is always an ongoing process, the number of valid sample users is slightly different from month to month, thus the data in Table 2 is monthly average only. Table 3 presents the statistics of the three regions in terms of area, population, economy and infrastructure situations. The economy and population data of Table 3 are from the National Bureau of Statistics of China by the end of 2014 [31] . Statistics of 3G base stations (BTS) is from one of the tier-1 operators in China of the same time period.
From the table it can be seen that, the population density of the western is far less than that of the other two regions. The GDP per capita and thus overall economy of the western is also much less than that of the eastern and middle regions. From the BTS density point of view, the western is inferior to the other two regions, while the number of BTS per 1000 persons of the western is higher than the others. This is mainly due to the fact that, additional BTS' have to be deployed so as to provide the fundamental coverage in areas even with very few people.
IV. MODELLING OF APP SERVICE BEHAVIOR IN CHINA
By utilizing the data acquired through the App in China and the modelling methodology mentioned above, the key indices and properties of each type of mobile internet services are calculated and analyzed in the following. The analysis is specifically for China, but also a valuable reference for the rest of the world. Fig. 2 shows the average SPR of different types of service in each region over the whole statistical period.
A. ANALYSIS OF SERVICE PENETRATION RATE
It can be seen from the figure that the penetration rates of IM and video services for the western region are significantly higher than that in the middle and eastern regions. And the penetration rates of IM for all the regions are much higher than that of web browsing and video, which is consistent with people's common understandings.
B. ANALYSIS OF BUSY HOUR AND BHSA
Firstly, the activity of each type of service in 24 hours of a day is analyzed. Taking the eastern region as an example, Fig. 3 shows the proportion of hourly service attempts for the three types of service. As a basis of comparison, the statistics of traditional voice service is also included in the figure.
From the figure we can see that, in the non-sleeping time period (i.e. 7:00∼23:00), the service activity for the three types of service is slightly different, but not so significant. However, all of them are very different from that of the traditional voice service. Voice service has explicitly busy hours during the day, i.e. 9:00∼12:00 and 14:00∼18:00, while the distribution of service attempts of mobile internet services is quite flat throughout the day. As an indication of its entertaining purpose, the service activity of video in the non-working time (i.e. noon and evening) is higher than at other times. In order to better evaluate the difference of service activity in time domain, an index, namely the concentration factor of busy hour is calculated for each type of service for all the regions, and illustrated in Table 4 . Overall, CSA of all the types of mobile internet service is significantly lower than that of the traditional voice service, indicating an obvious trend that the activity of the new services is becoming active throughout the whole day. Since IM service has become an important way of inter-personal communication for both working and daily life, the distribution of service attempts is more flat during the whole non-sleeping period, compared to the other two. Therefore, we choose the whole non-sleeping time period in the calculation of BHSA, instead of only the busy hours. Fig. 4 presents the monthly average BHSA of each type of service in each region.
It can be seen that the service activity of IM is about one order of magnitude higher than that of the web browsing and video service, indicating the high degree of activity of social networking applications. The BHSA of Video service is also slightly higher than that of web browsing, showing that with the large scale deployment of high speed 4G networks and the reduction of cost per bit, highly traffic-consuming applications like video streaming is getting more and more popular among the mobile users.
By comparing the BHSA of IM service among the three regions we find that the BHSA of eastern region is significantly higher than that of middle and western regions, even though its penetration rate is much lower than that in the western region. That means, social networking applications have a more mature and larger group of users in the eastern region. Similarly, in terms of the web browsing and video service, the service activity in the eastern region is also slightly higher than the middle and western regions.
Furthermore, the statistics of service activity is re-calculated and compared with respect to the customer survey conducted by mLAB of Huawei in Q3 of 2014 [21] . The same rules of segmentation and calculation as in [21] are adopted in the re-calculation. The average monthly service attempts is grouped into 8 categories: once per month, once a week, 2-3 times per week, 4-5 times per week, once a day, 2-3 times a day, 4-5 times a day, and more than 5 times a day. The re-calculation results are averaged over all the three regions, and shown in Fig. 5 (entitled as ''objective''). For convenience of comparison, the results of customer survey [21] are also included in the figure (entitled as ''subjective'').
It can be easily seen from the figure that the proportion of highly-active users of IM service is significantly higher than that of web browsing and video. An important phenomenon we find in this figure is that the objective results calculated based on the real service behavior data acquired from smart phone users are very much different from that based on the subjective customer survey. The time duration of data acquisition in both the cases is similar, i.e. in the 1 st half and 2 nd half of 2014, respectively. Half year of time delay cannot explain such a huge deviation in the results. It is worthwhile investigation further. Nevertheless, it is believed that the statistics based on the massive data of mobile phone users is more close to the fact of actual user service behavior than the subjective customer survey. Lack of enough volume of samples and the subjective randomness of customer's feedback may be the reasons behind.
C. ANALYSIS OF SERVICE HOLDING TIME AND SERVICE THROUGHPUT PER USAGE
The statistical results of the service holding time and service throughput per usage for each type of service in each region are presented in Table 5 . From the service point of view, both SHT and STPU are in stable sequence, that is, video>web browsing > IM. This is in line with the feature of the services themselves. Whilst the differences are not that obvious among different regions, of which STPU in the western region is slightly higher than that in the middle and eastern regions.
Similar to monthly service attempts, the distribution of SHT is calculated according to the same rules as in [21] , so as to compare with the customer survey. The SHT is grouped into 6 categories, namely, <10 min, <20 min, <30 min, <1 hour, <2 hours, >2 hours. Both the objective results of this paper and the subjective results of [21] are presented in Fig. 6 , from which we can see that the majority of SHT for all types of service is in the lower end, in which SHT<10min is dominant. The proportion of SHT gets lower with increasing SHT, and roughly follows a quasi-exponential distribution. This is a strong proof of the fragmentation of mobile internet services. On the contrary, the result of subjective customer survey is more like normal distribution. Similar to the results of Fig. 5 , lack of enough volume of subjective samples and the subjective randomness of customer's feedback might be the reasons behind. Another possible reason of the significant difference is the setting of time threshold in determining the termination of APP usage. A larger threshold will lead to a longer service holding time. More appropriate setting of the time threshold is to be further investigated and verified in the data acquisition that follows.
D. ANALYSIS OF TIME INTERVAL OF SERVICE ATTEMPT
First, the average TISA of each type of service in the different regions is calculated and illustrated in Table 6 . It is found that the TISA in eastern and middle regions are relatively close, and both are significantly lower than that in the western region, showing the higher service activity of these two regions. And this is consistent with the BHSA statistics of each type of service. Next, the cumulative distribution function (CDF) property of TISA of each type of service is analyzed. Taking eastern region as an example, Fig. 7 illustrates the CDF of the three types of service. From this we can see that the distribution property of the services have significant differences, namely, video > Browse IM.
According to the traffic model given in [16] , the probability density function (PDF) of the session arrival of both the voice and web browsing services follows Poisson process. That is to say, assuming for every unitary time period the average times of session arrival is λ, then the probability of x times of session arrival during the unitary time, P(x), can be expressed by:
Equivalently, the CDF of TISA can be achieved by a simple transformation of (3), which follows the exponential distribution. That is,
in which X is the time interval of service attempts, P (X ≤ t) is the cumulative probability of X ≤ t. t min and t max are the minimum and maximum TISA of the service. Taking the IM and web browsing services in the eastern region as an example, the CDF of TISA is calculated based on the abovementioned equations and the measurement data, respectively. The results are shown in Fig. 8 .
From the figure it can be seen that the distribution of the actual measurement data is quite close to the exponential distribution, with still some slight deviation. Therefore, it is suggested that in the case of service behavior simulation, the exponential distribution can be adopted based on the parameter settings mentioned above. The case of video service is similar to the case of IM and web browsing. 
E. ANALYSIS OF NET DATA RATE
The statistics of net data rate of each type of service in each mobile network (say, 2G, 3G and 4G) is illustrated in Table 7 . It should be noted that the measurement data of all the three tier-1 operators in China are put in together during the calculation, although the networks of the operators are not the same (for example, 3G of China Mobile, China Telecom and China Unicom refer to TD-SCDMA, CDMA2000 and WCDMA, respectively).
It can be seen that, NDR of all the types of service in all the regions is around 30∼50kbps, because of the limitation of the transmission capability of 2G network. In other words, NDR is constrained by the network capability in this case. With the improvement of transmission capability in the 3G and 4G networks, NDR improves significantly. However, NDR of IM service in 4G network is about 200∼300kbps, because of its source limited nature. That means, in most of the cases traffic demand of IM service is much less than the transmission capability the network can provide. This is similar to the case for the web browsing to some extent. Due to the large traffic demand of video service, NDR of video is capable of benchmarking the network capability. The average NDR is 600∼700kbps in 3G, and can reach up to 7∼10Mbps in the 4G network.
In terms of the NDR performance of different regions, NDRs of eastern and middle regions are obviously superior to the western region for that of the 4G network, while it is opposite for 3G. This indicates that the commercial deployment of 4G in western region of China is still in its early stage, while transmission of all the services relies heavily on the 3G network. This is in line with the fact that economic development of western China is inferior to that of eastern and middle China, as indicated in Table 3 .
F. CORRELATION ANALYSIS
In the above sections we have analyzed user service behavior properties from several key aspects, including service holding time, service throughput per usage, time interval of service attempt, and net data rate, etc. One interesting question isare there any inner relationships among these indices and how they interact with each other? To this end, we firstly investigate the relationship between SHT and STPU, by utilizing the classical Pearson correlation coefficient (PCC). Based on the estimation of covariance and standard deviation, the sample Pearson correlation coefficient can be achieved with the following formula:
in which {X i } is the observed samples andX is its average value.
Here we calculate the Pearson coefficient of SHT and STPU, by dividing the samples into different categories, i.e. different services and different type of network. On straightforward thinking is that, the longer the service last during one usage, the higher it consumes the traffic. However, from the calculation of Pearson correlation coefficient we find that, there exist no significant functional or non-functional relationships. To further validate this observation, another method, namely the maximal information coefficient (MIC) is employed to detect the dependence for the two-variable relationships [32] , [33] . It is proved to be able to capture a wide range of associations both functional and not, some of which are even missed by other methods such as Pearson correlation coefficient, Kraskov's mutual information estimator [34] or Spellman estimator [35] . In addition, it can also characterize the relationships according to properties such as nonlinearity and monotonicity. The proofs in [33] show that, with probability approaching 1 as sample size grows, (i) MIC assigns scores that tend to 1 to all never constant noiseless functional relationships; (ii) MIC assigns scores that tend to 1 for a larger class of noiseless relationships (including super-positions of noiseless functional relationships); and (iii) MIC assigns scores that tend to 0 to statistically independent variables.
Definitions of MIC and the characteristic matrix are as follows [33] : Given a finite set D of ordered pairs, we can partition the x-values of D into x bins and the y-values of D into y bins, allowing empty bins. We call such a pair of partitions an x-by-y grid. Given a grid G, let D| G be the distribution induced by the points in D on the cells of G; that is, the distribution on the cells of G obtained by letting the probability mass in each cell be the fraction of points in D falling in that cell. For a fixed D, different grids G result in different distributions D| G .
Then, for a finite set D ⊂ R 2 and positive integers x, y, define
where the maximum is over all grids G with x columns and y rows, and I(D| G ) denotes the mutual information of D| G . On top of this, the characteristic matrix M(D) of a set D of two-variable data is an infinite matrix with entries
Then the Maximal Information Coefficient of a set D of two-variable data with sample size n and grid size less than B(n) is given by:
where ω (1) < B (n) ≤ O n 1−ε for some 0 < ε < 1. B(n) is suggested to be n 0.6 . With the definitions given above, the MICs of the variables of user behavior samples are calculated. As illustrated in Fig. 9(a) , the calculation results are compared with PCC results based on the same data set. There are 3 points for each type of service in the figure, denoting 2G, 3G, and 4G network, respectively. Obviously, same conclusion can be drawn that, no significant correlation exists between SHT and STPU. Even the largest one (i.e. point [A] in the figure, referring to the case of video service in 4G network) is below 0.5.
Furthermore, the correlation of another two pairs of properties, that is, STPU vs. downlink NDR and SHT vs. TISA, is analyzed and illustrated in Fig. 9(b) . Samples of all types of services are put in together in the calculation. As can be seen in the figure, that MIC shows stronger correlation between STPU and NDR for all the three networks, than by PCC. For the case of 4G (i.e. point [B] in the figure), both PCC and MIC value reaches 0.5. While no significant correlation is observed between SHT and TISA.
V. DISCUSSIONS AND CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we have first analyzed the limitations of traditional traffic models in describing the new mobile internet services and geographical deviation across China. Based on that, a new modeling methodology of traffic behavior, specifically for the mobile internet applications, has been proposed. By utilizing the proposed modeling methodology and the crowdsourcing service behavior data acquired from the App agent embedded in the massive smart phones, the service behavior properties of three most representative types of services (IM, web browsing and video) in three typical geographical regions of China (the eastern, middle and western regions) have been modeled and analyzed.
It has been found that the service penetration rate of new services in the western region is slightly higher than that in the other regions of China, but the actual service activity is lower than in the eastern and middle regions from both monthly service activity and TISA points of view. This means the mobile internet services is still in their early stage of popularity in the western region, which is coincident with its lower level of regional economics. In addition, different from traditional voice service which has significant busy hours, the hourly service activity of the new mobile internet services throughout the whole non-sleeping period is quite flat. This reflects the strong fragmentation characteristics of the new services.
In addition, the analytical results of average monthly service attempts and service holding time based on the crowdsourcing data have been compared with that of subjective customer survey, and a huge difference is observed. It is believed that the statistics based on the massive data of mobile phone users is closer to the fact of actual user service behavior than the subjective customer survey. Lack of enough volume of samples and the subjective randomness of customer's feedback may be the reasons behind. Another possible reason of the significant difference in the average service holding time is the setting of time threshold in determining the termination of APP usage. More appropriate setting of the time threshold is to be further investigated and verified in the data acquisition in the future.
The three types of service are quite different from one another in terms of service holding time, service throughput per usage and time interval of service attempts: IM, web browsing and video service illustrate strong properties of high frequency/small throughput/short duration, medium frequency/throughput/duration, and low frequency/large throughput/long duration, respectively.
Through the research of CDF distribution of IM and web browsing services in the time interval of service attempts, it has been found that both of these follow approximately exponential distribution, as supposed in traditional traffic models. Finally, the comparison of net data rate of each type of service in different networks has shown that data rate in 4G network in the eastern and middle regions is obviously superior to that in the western, while it is opposite for the 3G network. This indicates that the commercial deployment of 4G in western region of China is still in its early stage, while the transmission of all the services relies heavily on 3G network.
Finally the correlations between key properties of service behavior are analyzed with both Pearson correlation coefficient and the maximal information coefficient method. Calculation results show that significant correlation is observed only for the pair of STPU and downlink NDR.
The modelling methodology and key modelling parameters of the typical services in the typical geographical regions proposed in this paper can well be utilized in radio network planning, designing and deployment. It is specifically for China, but also a good reference for other countries with similar geological and economic situations.
Specifically, the regional service behavior properties achieved in this paper can be applied in the following aspects. Operators can also benefit from detailed mobile data analysis based on the crowdsourcing datasets in this paper:
(1) network planning and design: The major task of network planning is to determine the total number of base stations in the target area, and the target coverage capability and capacity of each cell. All of these need an accurate traffic model as the input. With the fast growing of OTT services in the mobile networks instead of traditional services, the traffic models of typical OTT services are very important to guarantee the quality of network planning. As such, network planning engineers can carry out their work based on the regional-specific models of this paper, by considering the regional geological properties of the target area. (2) Content caching design: content caching technology and content delivery network (CDN) architecture are well adopted by web and video service providers, so as to provide better user perception. Operators are in favor of this technology as well. By modelling the service behavior in each geological area, one can describe more accurately the traffic demand properties (i.e. BHSA, SHT, STPU, etc.) in the target area. Therefore, the results can be utilized in the design of content caching, including the capacity of caching nodes, and the location and number of nodes in the area. According to Gerber et al. [36] , about 27∼33% of caching hit ratio can be achieved by designing the content caching at cellular network core, based on the detailed mobile traffic datasets. (3) Cell load analysis and radio parameter tuning: By analyzing the construction of OTT services and their temporal traffic demand in the cell, one can further tune the radio parameters of the cell to balance the performance and energy efficiency. For example, in case the cell load is in its low level period, one can reduce the number of carrier frequencies and maximum transmission power, or even block the cell, to save unnecessary energy consumption. He has authored extensively in the areas of number theory, circuits, systems, and signal processing, and holds five patents. He has co-authored two book chapters and six books. He is a Fellow of a number of professional societies including the IEEE, the IET, the Engineering Institute of Canada, the Institution of Engineers, India, and the Institution of Electronic and 
